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Abstract
Google’s Privacy Sandbox proposals to change the Chrome browser in ways
that are likely to further advantage them over other publishers and advertising
platforms has attracted the attention of competition regulators, the online
advertising industry, and critics of their platform power. At the same time, the
Privacy Sandbox appears to answer a call from data protection regulators,
privacy advocates and users for ‘privacy by design,’ moving in lockstep with its
industry peers. How, then, should this behaviour be evaluated for abuse? I
argue that there are several hurdles to considering the most controversial
Privacy Sandbox proposal – blocking third-party cookies – as an abuse of
market power. Furthermore, I propose that, because web browsers are an
architecturally regulated market, competition regulators should distinguish
unilateral behaviour by examining it in the context of other browsers’
behaviours, along with signals regarding consensus from the relevant standards
bodies.

I Introduction
The UK Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) recently announced an
investigation into Google’s Privacy Sandbox proposals1 because of their
potential to ‘undermine the ability of publishers to generate revenue and
undermine competition in digital advertising, entrenching Google’s market
power.’2 Geradin, Katsifis, and Karanikioti support this view, concluding that
‘Chrome’s policy change raises… antitrust concerns, in that it may distort
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competition among publishers and ad tech vendors, benefiting Google and
leading to increased market concentration.’3
Unilateral changes in Chrome (the most popular web browser)4 can indeed
have prima facie anti-competitive effects when examined in isolation. However,
we can also view these proposed changes as part of the legitimate architectural
regulation of privacy on the web through the Standards Developing
Organisations (SDOs) that specify browser’s behaviours.
I contend that there are significant hurdles to considering the most
controversial Privacy Sandbox measure – blocking third-party cookies – as
anti-competitive when considered in this light. However, other changes in
Chrome – even if made with the purpose of improving privacy – could still be
unilateral and thus considered as anti-competitive. To distinguish them, I
argue that competition regulators can (and should) use signals from SDOs and
other browsers as a primary aid.
Part II of this paper contextualises the Privacy Sandbox proposal within the
architectural regulation of privacy. Part III then examines the relevant aspects
of the web browser market, since this is the means by which Google is said to
be exerting. Part IV evaluates the Privacy Sandbox as a potential abuse of
market dominance within that context, using the Commission’s guidelines for
enforcement priority regarding refusal to supply as a template. Part V then
explores how a competition authority could distinguish unilateral activity by
browser vendors in web related SDOs, and Part VI offers conclusions.

II Architectural regulation of privacy
While the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive are the current basis of legal
regulation of privacy in Europe, but they do not operate in a vacuum.
Regulation also occurs through architecture – that is, constraints that are
automatic once enabled, whether designed or absolute.5 Most architectural
constraints on the web are found in the behaviour and capabilities of websites
and web browsers, and are often coordinated through technical
standardisation.
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There has been long-standing interest in and activity around architectural
regulation of privacy on the web. The first formal technical specification for
cookies (a web technology that can be used to track user activity) explicitly
cautioned against ‘unexpected cookie sharing’ by user agents (the technical
term for browsers):
A user agent should make every attempt to prevent the sharing of session
information between hosts that are in different domains. Embedded or inlined
objects may cause particularly severe privacy problems if they can be used to
share cookies between disparate hosts… User agent implementors are
strongly encouraged to prevent this sort of exchange whenever possible.6

Browser vendors did not heed this advice, and so the 2000s saw sizeable
increases in the use of cookie-based online tracking and profiling.7 This
increase was assisted by the development of other tracking methods; for
example, browser fingerprinting has received broad attention since 2010.8
Responses that use architecture as a modality of regulation have varied. P3P9
was an initial attempt to layer in a consent mechanism for tracking, followed
later by DNT.10 Both failed to achieve meaningful success, at least in part
because they did not gain support from other regulatory modalities (namely,
norms and/or law), and because they were resisted by the online advertising
industry.
Third-party browser add-ons for blocking online tracking are another – albeit
more fragmented – architectural response that have gained broad adoption.11
Recently, browsers have taken proactive steps to implement these functions
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natively, through limitations placed upon cookies and changes designed to
frustrate fingerprinting.12
This is not unusual; browsers often migrate functions from extensions into the
core when they become popular. For example, password managers, language
translation and ‘reader mode’ were all features that were first browser
extensions before they were implemented natively. These changes in browser
behaviour are sometimes labelled as ‘unilateral,’13 but the consensus
specification defining the operation of cookies explicitly gives browsers ‘wide
latitude to experiment with third-party cookie policies that balance the privacy
and compatibility needs of their users.’14 As such, it may be more accurate to
view these changes as a correction of previously lax behaviour.
Such architectural regulation of privacy – sometimes knows as ‘privacy by
design’ – has largely been seen as beneficial and complementary to legal
regulation.15 For example, the Data Protection Working Party opines that
‘[b]rowsers… which by default reject 3rd party cookies… may be able to
deliver valid and effective consent.’16 A subsequent statement by the Working
Party is worth quoting in full, because it implies that architectural regulation
can be more effective than legal regulation:
Given the importance that browser settings play in ensuring that data subjects
effectively give their consent to the storage of cookies and the processing of
their information, it seems of paramount importance for browsers to be
provided with default privacy-protective settings.17
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concerns without distorting competition.’18 The converse proposition – that it
is important to address legitimate competition concerns without distorting
privacy – may not be achieved if browsers are prevented from fulfilling their
architectural regulatory role.

A The Privacy Sandbox as architectural regulation
Within this context, we can view the Privacy Sandbox as a set of proposals
(currently twenty-four) from Google for the architectural regulation of privacy
on the web platform.
Some of these proposals are newly and exclusively made by Google. For
example, the Privacy Budget19 is a proposal by a Google employee to limit the
information made available for fingerprinting; it has no formal standing in any
standards process.
Other Privacy Sandbox proposals are co-opted from existing efforts that are in
the process of standardisation, or that are already considered standard (either
de facto or de jure). For example, the Privacy Sandbox proposal listed as ‘SNI’
refers to the Encrypted Client Hello specification,20 an effort to prevent
observation of the sites that a user is visiting, effectively ‘plugging a hole’ in
the security of the web. This specification has already been adopted by the
IETF TLS Working Group as a work item that enjoys broad industry
participation and implementation.21
Likewise, ‘Partitioning HTTP cache’ refers to ongoing efforts in both the
IETF HTTP Working Group caching specification22 and in the WHATWG’s
Fetch specification23 to prevent web caches (which are used to improve
performance by storing copies of often-used responses locally) from being used
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to track user activity – again, enjoying active participation and implementation
from other browser vendors, as well as other parties.24
The Privacy Sandbox also co-exists with competing proposals. Take, for
example, the User-Agent HTTP header, which traditionally identifies the
‘make and model’ of the browser to the web server, but also can be used to
help fingerprint the user, and thereby track them. Whereas Google’s stated
preference is to require the server to ask for it using the Client Hints
mechanism,25 Mozilla believes that privacy is better served by stopping
changes to the header’s value, effectively freezing it and thereby removing its
utility as a vector for fingerprinting. However, this is a disagreement about the
route, not the goal: Mozilla labels Chrome’s preferred approach as ‘nonharmful.’26
As is often the case for web standards, it may be some years before the fate of
all the Privacy Sandbox proposals becomes clear. When that occurs, the
outcomes might vary in two relevant ways. The first is the disposition of a
given proposal’s specification – whether it explicitly gains consensus in a
relevant SDO, or remains a private document, or is not formally documented
at all. The second is the proposal’s implementation: whether it is present in
Chrome, Chrome and some other browsers, or Chrome and all other browsers.
These factors can be used as indicators of unliteral action by Google or any
other browser vendor. Thus, some Privacy Sandbox proposals might represent
unilateral action by Google in the browser market, with a non-consensus
specification and no other implementation. Alternatively, they might gain SDO
consensus and see broad implementation. These are the two most common
outcomes, but others are possible; for example, some commonly implemented
features are not yet well-specified, and some consensus specifications only see
limited implementation.27
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III

The browser markets

The mechanism that Google is alleged to be using for leverage – the Chrome
web browser – also bears examination. The CMA report pegs its market share
at 50% in the UK as of October 2019, 28and Geradin, Katsifis, and Karanikioti
characterise it as having a ‘dominant position in the market for browsers’29
because it had a 66% worldwide market share according to StatCounter.30
However, these industry-sourced estimates of market share do not define the
multiple markets that browsers take part in for the purposes of competition
law, and do not consider their unique features. This is critical, as ‘[a] pure
market share focus risks failing to take proper account of the degree to which
competitors can constrain the behaviour of the allegedly dominant company.’31

A Browsers and browser engines
We can view Chrome as being involved in two distinct browser-related
markets. First, browsers compete against each other in a web browser market to
attract users, thereby gaining market share. This is the market in which Google
is said to be exercising power, because it has sole control of Chrome.
Second, Chrome is based upon Blink,32 which competes in the browser engine
market. Because of browsers’ inherent complexity, few parties have the
resources to write the millions of lines of code to create one. Instead, they can
more easily create one by starting with a browser engine, of which there are
currently three: Google’s Blink (also the basis of Microsoft Edge, Brave,
Yandex browser, QQ browser, and others), Mozilla’s Gecko (the basis of
Firefox), and Apple’s Webkit (the basis of Safari, Blackberry Browser,
Playstation browser, Kindle browser, and others). All three are Open Source:
Gecko because of its origins in a non-profit foundation, Blink because it was
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forked from WebKit (and thus needed to conform to its license), and likewise
WebKit because it was forked from the Open Source KHTML project.33
As such, browser engines can be considered a vertical market, supplying
browsers.

B Market governance: the web platform
The web is a two-sided market that brings together end users (who want to
access web content) and content providers, including advertisers (who want to
make their content available to end users), with both direct and indirect
positive network effects on both sides. In industry, this is known as the web
platform.34
The web platform is architecturally governed by horizontal agreements
between browser and browser engine vendors. While these agreements can
occasionally be characterised as concerted practices, they are often more
formally documented in technical specifications. These specifications ensure
interoperability between browsers and websites, and also seek to ensure the
longer-term viability of the web as a platform, incorporating goals such as
security, privacy and accessibility.35 Many of these specifications are
developed by consensus in one of the SDOs that is relevant to the web,
including the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), and CA/Browser Forum (CAB Forum).
Google’s freedom of action within these fora has been widely discussed. For
example, the CMA notes that ‘Google has an outsized impact on the standards
for how technology develops.’36 However, while browser vendors – and
particularly Google – take part in these fora and make significant contributions,
they do not completely control them, either individually or collectively. Each
venue has its own process for making decisions (typically, some form of
consensus), its own rules for participation and contribution, and its own
principles that constrain the resulting design.
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For example, the W3C’s Process document dictates that every member has a
vote, but that decisions should strive for consensus.37 Because the membership
of the W3C includes not only browser vendors and other tech companies but
also universities, government departments, and civil society,38 that consensus
is required to be broadly representative of those groups (provided they choose
to show up).
That consensus is also informed by wider discussion because web-related
SDOs allow anyone who wishes to take part and contribute (e.g., by submitting
draft documents for consideration and filing issues against proposals or
existing specifications).
As a result, it would be incorrect to characterise these SDOs as mere venues
for agreements between competitors. Their unconditional openness ‘may even
justify a claim to represent the global public, because everyone has a direct or
indirect stake on the Internet, and everyone can participate.’39

C Market share
Historically, web browsers have seen significant fluctuations in their market
share over time.
In the early years, Netscape Navigator (Firefox’s predecessor) held a market
share of over 80%, most likely due to it being the first well-supported browser
in the market.40 IE became a dominant force in the market through the 2000s,
reaching greater than 95% market share by some accounts.41 Microsoft
obtained this market share at least partially by bundling of the browser their
operating system, a practice which stopped in 2009 after agreeing to allow
browser choice.
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Chrome, which currently enjoys an approximately 70% share of the web
browser market, eventually displaced IE.42 Its market share has been attributed
to factors ranging from technical superiority43 to imposition of agreements
upon Android phone manufacturers that require its installation as the default
browser.44
Beyond these situational influences, however, browser market shares are likely
to fluctuate because of two factors: the relative ease of entry into the browser
market, and customers’ capacity to react by switching browsers.

D Entry into the browser market
Entry into the browser market relatively easy, thanks to the availability of
multiple browser engines with generous licensing terms. For example, Brave
was able to launch their browser with seed funding of USD7 million.45
Vivaldi’s founder estimated his investment for the first release of their browser
at USD6.07 million, and as requiring five million users to support on an
ongoing basis.46 Both browsers started with an existing browser engine, adding
extra features to customise its operation.
The browser engine market, however, has significant barriers to entry. There
are substantial costs involved in building and maintaining one, due to the
inherent complexity of the web and the burden of assuring compatibility with
the considerable variety of content already there. Furthermore, the three major
browser engines are all free to use and modify – thereby creating a
corresponding downward price pressure on any new browser engine.
This situation has been lamented in the web community, as diversity of
browser engines is seen as critical for the long-term health of the web (until
recently, there were four major browser engines).47 Nevertheless, it is unlikely
that this market could be characterised as uncompetitive: because of their open
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licensing terms, another party with sufficient resources could create another
browser engine by ‘forking’ one of the existing ones, as Google did to WebKit
to create Blink.48

E Motivations to enter the browser markets
Because browsers are typically free, it is reasonable to ask why an undertaking
would enter the browser or browser engine market. Creating a browser (and
browser engine, in some cases) has a variety of potential benefits, including
bolstering an associated operating system platform (in the case of Apple and
Microsoft), offering alternative advertising platforms (with Brave), and the
public good (in the case of Firefox).
Significantly, both Apple and Mozilla also attract sizeable payments to set
Google Search as the default search engine in their browsers – estimated to be
between US$400-450 million annually for Mozilla,49 and a substantial portion
of the GBP1.2 billion that Google pays to Apple annually for such defaults in
the UK alone.50
For large web-based platforms like Google, there are also significant benefits to
controlling a browser. When launching Chrome in 2008, Google claimed they
were doing so to ‘add value for users and… help drive innovation on the
web.’51 However, in 2011 Google’s CFO nominated another motivation – that
everybody that uses Chrome is a guaranteed locked-in user for us in terms of
having access to Google… [this] impacts many of our other products that
work as part of Chrome. So the lifetime value of a Chrome user is
phenomenal.52

In this light, Google’s continued investment into Chrome and the Blink
browser engine and its default payments to its competitors is not surprising.
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F Customers’ capacity to react
From the end consumer side of the web platform, browsers are easily
substitutable, even though individual consumers might have personal
preferences that make them loyal to a particular product. This creates
significant pressure on browsers to be compatible with existing web content, so
that they do not lose market share; users are quick to abandon a browser that
they perceive as ‘breaking the web.’
To foster interoperability, browsers not only take part in SDOs that define new
features for the web, they also have created a separate SDO, the Web
Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG). There,
they painstakingly document the exact algorithms that browsers use, to
encourage uniform behaviour amongst them.53 That creates a positive feedback
loop whereby increased demand substitutability creates pressure for improved
interoperability, thereby encouraging a diverse and highly competitive browser
market. Users can multi-home by installing more than one browser if they so
wish, although anecdotal evidence suggests that most people have a strong
affinity for a particular browser.

G Is Chrome dominant in the browser markets?
Over the history of the web, there have been several dramatic changes in
browser and browser engine market shares. While the currently popular
browser can be perceived as dominant, that dominance is often based upon the
fickle preferences of consumers, rather than durable power. As established
above, entry into the browser and browser engine markets is not difficult.
Consumers also have a high capacity to react, because they can substitute
browsers with relative ease – even when accessing Google’s portfolio of sites.
As a result, while Chrome has enjoyed a substantial portion of the browser
market in the last few years, an effort to characterise the Privacy Sandbox as
anti-competitive will need to show that power as durable, genuinely resistant
to new market entrants, with little possibility for consumer substitution.
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IV

The Privacy Sandbox as an
abuse of market dominance

The CMA has expressed two distinct competitive concerns. The first is that
disallowing third-party cookies (and mitigating workarounds like browser
fingerprinting) creates an unfair advantage for Google, because sites that
operate their own advertising infrastructure (as Google does) retain the rich
targeting and profiling information that third-party advertising services will
lose. In this view, Google is ‘acting in a quasi-regulatory capacity… setting the
rules around data sharing... for other market participants’54 which can be seen
as cross-market exclusionary conduct, with Google leveraging browser-based
power for advantage in two other markets that it takes part in (and arguably
dominates) – online display advertising and online publishing.
The second concern is that Google’s proposals for replacing cookies give them
‘the ability to use [Chrome] to favour Google’s own adtech intermediation
services’ thereby making it likely that ‘Google’s position in the adtech
ecosystem will remain central.’55
Considering these concerns with the context above in mind, we can now turn
to the question of how the Privacy Sandbox intersects with European
competition law.
Doing so with certainty is difficult. Nazinni points out that ‘[c]onsiderable
uncertainty and a significant degree of controversy surround the tests that
determine whether conduct is abusive under Article 102’56 with the further
complication that the relevant ‘case law… has developed in a haphazard
fashion, [without focus on] the need to set out clear rules and principles
applicable in future cases.’57
Furthermore, with its many genuinely unique aspects, determining the exact
nature of this allegedly abusive conduct is not clear-cut. It may be that a novel
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form of abuse is found (as in Google Shopping),58 because the examples in
Article 102 are not exhaustive.59 That said, relating it to an existing form of
abuse allows us to examine it in the light of existing case law and Commission
guidelines.
Therefore, I consider the Privacy Sandbox by analogy to a vertical foreclosure
of a downstream market, reasoning that by removing support for third-party
cookies and other tracking mechanisms in its offerings in the web browser
market, Google’s actions can be seen to have a negative impact on competition
in the display advertising market. This approach would invoke Article 102(b)’s
prohibition on ‘limiting production, markets or technical development to the
prejudice of consumers.’60
This is not a perfect analogy. For example, although Google’s conduct is in the
browser market, the party selecting and using that product is a third party (the
browser’s user), not a participant in the affected display advertising market. As
such, it does not represent a directly connected vertical market. However,
considering it in this manner does allow us to touch upon many relevant
aspects of the law.
This Part will examine the Privacy Sandbox as a refusal to supply, by first
establishing Google’s dominance in Section A, then evaluating it under the
Commission’s Guidelines in Section B. Section C highlights a resulting
paradox, and Section D examines whether the Privacy Sandbox can be said to
represent Google’s conduct.

A Establishing Google’s dominance
An undertaking must be considered dominant in a relevant market before their
conduct can be evaluated for abuse. Furthermore, there needs to be some ‘link
between the dominant position and the alleged abusive conduct.’61 For the
Privacy Sandbox the browser markets, the display advertising market
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Review 129, 140–6.
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(including its component submarkets),62 and the online publishing market are
both relevant.
As discussed above, Google’s prima facie dominance of the browser markets
due to market share is qualified: in particular, it is subject to constraints due to
the relative ease of entry into the market, its customers’ capacity to react, and
the standards and practices that define what a web browser is. While Google’s
considerable (and perhaps durable) market power could be used to establish its
dominance, its ability to harm competition with power in browser markets has
limits.
If Google is nonetheless found dominant in one or more of the browser
markets, we can assume that its conduct ‘played a decisive role in the practice
bringing about the relevant effect,’63 thereby linking dominance to conduct. If,
however, Google is judged to not be dominant in any browser market, its
dominance of the display advertising and online publishing markets (globally,
including the EU) can be relied upon, having been established convincingly by
many sources.64
Establishing a link in that case is less straightforward. The indirect relationship
of Google’s dominance in display advertising to its allegedly abusive conduct
as a browser vendor implies a need to judge the conduct’s effects, rather than
considering it per se abusive. This makes analysing Google’s conduct as a
refusal to supply problematic, because ‘the desired leveraging effect can only
be achieved if the firm dominates the input market’65 – in this case, browsers.
As such, a successful argument that Google’s dominance in the display
advertising and/or online publishing markets is linked to its allegedly abusive
behaviour would need to break new ground. The most obvious link – the
dependence of the display advertising market upon browser behaviour – does
not fit the pattern of other links found in case law.66

See, eg, Damien Geradin and Dimitrios Katsifis, ‘An EU Competition Law Analysis of Online Display
Advertising in the Programmatic Age’ (2019) 15(1) European Competition Journal 55, 66–9
<https://doi.org/10.1080/17441056.2019.1574440>.
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B Evaluation of abuse
If the hurdle of establishing Google’s dominance and linking it to the conduct
in question can be overcome, we would next turn to determining whether the
Privacy Sandbox qualifies as abusive conduct.
The Commission’s 2009 Guidance on Article 10267 only attempts to document
what they will prioritise for enforcement: as per Nazinni,
[i]t is not guidance on the substantive tests for abuse [and] applies only as a
matter of administrative discretion… is, at most, weakly persuasive… [and] is
not always consistent with the case law.68

Nevertheless, it is a useful tool for structuring an evaluation of whether
Google’s conduct is abusive, if considered in the light of applicable case law. In
deciding whether to prioritise enforcement actions for refusal to supply (in this
case, a constructive69 disruption70 of supply), the Commission considers three
factors.71
1

Objective necessity

The first factor is whether the refused input is ‘objectively necessary to be able
to compete effectively on a downstream market.’72 In particular, if adtech
vendors could duplicate the input in question in order ‘to exert a competitive
constraint on the dominant undertaking,’73 enforcement for refusal of supply is
unlikely to attract priority.
Members of the display advertising industry have discussed several potential
substitutions for third-party cookies and fingerprinting as a source of targeting.

‘Guidance on the Commission’s Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to
Abusive Exclusionary Conduct by Dominant Undertakings’ (24 February 2009) (‘Guidance on Abusive
Conduct’).
67
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‘Guidance on the Commission’s Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to
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Some market participants are using first-party information to target advertising
in a process known as identity resolution.74 A site can use the information it
holds about its users (typically, because they are logged in, or they have
substantial interactions with the site) to create segments of users and sell them
directly to advertisers or make them available through an intermediary. The
New York Times has done so since July 2020 and is phasing out third-party
cookies in 2021.75
This is the advantage that Google is alleged to be reserving for itself: because
of its considerable scope, scale, and access to data as an online publisher, it has
an allegedly unfair advantage it has over smaller publishers (and the dependent
display advertising industry).
However, smaller publishers can pool their first-party data without creating a
profile for each user using techniques like differential privacy,76 thereby
creating a counterbalance to Google’s advantages in data. Several companies
offer products with the ability to target display advertising in this fashion,77
often touting them as an improvement over third-party cookies:
When Fitbit ran an A/B test using LiveRamp’s identifier vs. third-party
cookies, it doubled its [return on advertising spend], decreased cost-per-pageview by 34%, and increased average order value by 13%.78

Of course, Fitbit is now being acquired by Google, a move that has raised
several competition regulators’ eyebrows, but the point stands.
Identity resolution is not suitable for all sites – in particular, those who do not
have such rich information about their users, because the users do not engage

See, eg, Robin Kurzer, ‘What is identity resolution?’, Martech (Web page, 17 January 2019)
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as closely with them. For these sites, remaining competitive requires another
targeting mechanism.
One option is contextual advertising: serving ads based upon the content that
someone is looking at, rather than behaviourally targeting them at a user
profile. Again, multiple adtech vendors already offer this service,79 including
Google.80 One test in 2013 found that consumers were 82% more likely to recall
contextual ads, because they were more relevant to what the user was
interested in that that time.81
Yet another option is panel-based advertising: that is, having a subset of
consumers explicitly opt into being tracked (for example, with a special
browser plugin) and being compensated for doing so. Effectively, this samples
the audience, giving marketers the data that they desire. Once again, multiple
adtech vendors offer this service.82
Finally, some Privacy Sandbox proposals themselves have the intent of
replacing functions that advertising currently uses third-party cookies for. For
example, the Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC) proposal allows
advertisers to access a person’s general interests for targeting purposes in a
way that is intended to preserve privacy.83 Google’s tests indicate it is 95% as

See, eg, ‘Contextual ads’ Media.net (Web Page) <https://www.media.net/contextualads/>;
‘Contextual targeting that puts your brand in the best light’ GumGum (Web Page)
<https://gumgum.com/advertisers>.
79
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AdExchanger (Web Page, 11 January 2021) <https://www.adexchanger.com/data-exchanges/comscoreis-evolving-its-audience-targeting-tool-away-from-cookies/>; ‘Pathmatics Launches First Panel-Based
Paid Social Ad Intelligence’, MarTechSeries (Web Page, 8 December 2017)
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effective as cookie-based tracking,84 but advertising industry representatives
have questioned the methodology used.85
Judging the substitutability of these alternatives for cookie-based behavioural
tracking information is controversial and subjective. Some industry sources
claim that removing cookies leads to publishers’ ad revenues dropping by
98%,86 but a Google study indicates a 52% decrease,87 while Marotta, Abhiskeh
and Acquisti show that retaining cookies increases publishers’ revenue by only
4%.88 The market has also been found to have significant inefficacies,89 with
one analysis finding 55% of advertisers’ funds going to tech vendors rather than
publishers.90
Despite these uncertainties, many industry participants have already accepted
‘the death of third-party cookies’ and are now focusing their attention upon
these substitutions, viewing it as an opportunity to transform the industry. 91
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Over time, it should become clear whether these potential substitutes can exert
a competitive constraint on Google. While third-party cookies are undoubtedly
essential for adtech businesses who are heavily invested in them, it is far less
clear that they are essential for a competitive market in display advertising.
2

Elimination of competition

The second factor that the Commission looks for is that the refusal is
‘generally liable to eliminate, immediately or over time, effective competition
in the downstream market.’92
Applying the Commission’s metrics,93 Google’s market share (in both display
advertising and publishing), the relative lack of capacity constraints on them,
the high substitutability in the advertising marketplace (thanks to standard
advertising practices), the high proportion of competitors that will be affected
all point to this outcome. The only factor that remains in question is the
likelihood of demand being diverted.
However, that is the operative question. Continental Can found that effective
competition was eliminated when ‘the degree of dominance reached
substantially fetters competition, i.e., that only undertakings remain in the
market whose behaviour depends on the dominant one.’94 As discussed, the
multiple avenues for substitutability available suggest that limitations on thirdparty cookies do not necessarily lead to dependence upon Google.
Furthermore, GlaxoSmithKline found effective competition to be ‘the degree
of competition necessary to ensure the attainment of the objectives of the
Treaty.’95 That brings into question how the competition aims will be balanced
with other objectives – in particular, consumer welfare and data protection.

2020) <https://www.adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/the-digital-advertising-sectors-original-sinand-how-we-must-atone/>.
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3

Balancing harmful consequences

The final factor is whether ‘the likely negative consequences of the refusal to
supply… outweigh over time the negative consequences of imposing an
obligation to supply’ regarding consumer harm.96
The direct negative consequence of refusing to supply online tracking
information is reduced competition in advertising services. This is likely to
harm individual consumers as well as businesses through increases in costs of
advertising, which will probably be passed through to them. It also harms
adtech businesses, which are also a consumer of this data.
An obligation to supply in this case would mean a requirement to continue
allowing behavioural tracking. While there is an obvious consumer harm
involved – damage to privacy caused by the restriction of architectural
regulation – it is not immediately clear that would be considered. There is
limited guidance on theories of consumer harm for unilateral conduct,97 with
the only explicit examples consisting of economic harms such as the
‘[prevention] of bringing innovative goods or services to market.’98
However, that is based upon competition law alone. Article 12 requires
consumer protection to be considered in implementing other policies.99 As
consumer protection includes the ultimate consumer and is widely held to
include data protection,100 it follows that the Commission needs to take it into
account in competition enforcement,101 just as the Bundeskartellamt did when
ruling against Facebook.102
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Again, how these concerns will be ultimately balanced is highly subjective and
controversial. That said, the availability of potential privacy-preserving
substitutes for cookies strongly suggests a path forward.

C The display advertising paradox
When considered together, the essential nature of third-party cookies in the
display advertising market and the accepted definition of that market present
an additional hurdle in the form of a paradox.
The CMA states that ‘third-party cookies are a fundamental building block of
open display advertising and make possible the flow of data about users…
needed to target advertising and measure conversions.’103 If this is indeed true,
it will bolster the case for finding that their removal in Chrome is abusive.
However, third-party cookies enable the very attributes that distinguish the
online display advertising market from the offline advertising market in case
law, bringing the possibility of a larger redefinition of that market when they
are removed. For example, Google/Doubleclick found that with online
advertising
[a]dvertisers can precisely target their audience by combining information
regarding geographical location, time of day, areas of interest, previous
purchasing record of the user and search preferences. This option is not
available in the case of offline advertising, for which the amount of "wasted
circulation" is undoubtedly higher.104

Furthermore, it is distinguished because
while offline pricing is in general based on "impressions" viewed by a possible
number of consumers (and estimated on the basis of general criteria), online
advertising is paid on the basis of the number of internet viewers that
effectively establish a contact with the ad.105

If these distinguishing factors are no longer present in online display
advertising, or they are significantly changed by the removal of third-party
cookies, a new (and likely larger) market definition will need to be found, and
Google’s conduct evaluated within that context. This could be seen to benefit
Online Platforms and Digital Advertising Final Report, Appendix G: The Role of Tracking in Digital
Advertising (n 13) 68.
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Google because of a relative reduction in its dominance of the display
advertising market – which could be critical to maintain if dominance in the
browser market cannot be relied upon.
That is not to say that one company’s power to redefine a market unilaterally
should not cause concern. However, this brings us to the next hurdle: whether
the removal of third-party cookies represents Google’s conduct or a broader
change in the browser market’s features.

D Does the Privacy Sandbox represent Google’s conduct?
The catalyst for any action against Google is ‘the conduct, by commission or
omission, which that undertaking decides on its own initiative to adopt.’106 In
determining whether such initiative exists, we can consider each proposals’
specification and implementation status.
If Google (through Chrome) unilaterally specifies and implements a proposal,
this is undoubtedly conduct representing its own initiative. However, if
Chrome implements a proposal that was first proposed by another browser
vendor, was developed in concert with other browser vendors, or perhaps even
started by Google but then discussed, adopted, and implemented by other
browser vendors, does this still represent Google’s initiative?
Furthermore, if a broad, consensus-based interoperability standard encourages
(or even requires) Google to implement changes which have the effect of
diminishing competition in other markets it participates in, is this still
Google’s conduct? I argue that in following practices of other members of its
market, especially when that conduct is sanctioned or required by
interoperability standards, Google’s initiative is extinguished, or at least
diminished – at least to the degree where the lack of third-party cookies
becomes a structural issue in the market, rather than merely conduct by one
(albeit dominant) actor in it. While it may be that inoffensive conduct becomes
abusive merely because it was carried out by a dominant undertaking, that
arguably applies to independent conduct, not concerted action that is better
characterised as part of the market’s self-governance.
For example, blocking third-party cookies is the Privacy Sandbox proposal
most relevant to competition concerns . Google has indicated that it will work
towards that goal over a multi-year period, while developing technologies that
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replace some functions of cookies in a privacy-promoting fashion.107 In doing
so, Google is not alone; other browsers have taken different paths towards the
same goal. For example, Safari has introduced Intelligent Tracking
Prevention;108 Firefox has Enhanced Tracking Protection.109 Both approaches
are broadly equivalent to Google’s proposal and are already implemented.
Arguably, then, Google’s removal of third-party cookies is not unilateral,
because doing so has some amount of SDO consensus (due to the warnings
and permissions already present in the Cookie specification), and enjoys broad
implementation in other browsers, through functionally similar (if not
identical) measures.
This argument can be supported by considering the ex ante counterfactual.110 A
world where Chrome does not implement the Privacy Sandbox would likely
lead to a competitive disadvantage for Chrome on the web browser market, in
that some consumers would be apt to switch to more privacy-preserving
browsers – possibly, enough to represent a change in market power. This
would not necessarily translate to more competition in the affected display
advertising and publishing markets, and would also create potential consumer
harm for those users who stay on Chrome and are unaware of the privacy
implication of doing so.
An ex post counterfactual is worth considering as well, given the distinct nature
of the web browser market and its governance by the web platform. If Google
had never forked WebKit to create Blink and then Chrome, it is likely that the
remaining browsers at the time – Firefox, Safari, and Internet Explorer (now
Edge) – would still have significant market share, to varying degrees. All three
have made significant efforts at regulating privacy though architecture, with
Enhanced Tracking Prevention,111 Intelligent Tracking Protection (ITP),112 and
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Tracking Prevention,113 respectively. While by nature ex post counterfactuals
are unreliable, it is difficult to see how the display advertising market would
not currently be facing architectural regulation in a world without Chrome.
In this view, the Privacy Sandbox projects concerning the prevention of crosssite tracking (specifically, those related to third-party cookies and prevention
of fingerprinting) do not convey a special responsibility for Google to avoid
impairing competition in the display advertising and publishing markets,
because similar measures have already been implemented in other browsers, or
are being actively contemplated by them. Adoption of these measures across
the market is taken as an indicator that competition regulators should refrain
from considering Google’s behaviour as abusive, despite it being wellestablished that a dominant undertaking can be held to a higher standard.
On the other hand, the Privacy Sandbox projects that appear to be more
unilateral – for example, FLoC and TURTLE-DOV – may very well attract
such a responsibility. That might change if other browsers show interest,
provide input, and eventually implement, and especially if they achieve
consensus in a relevant SDO.

V Identifying unilateral browser
behaviour in SDOs
To date, competition authorities have largely considered SDOs largely as
venues for sanctioned horizontal agreements, with a correspondingly narrow
focus on Article 101(3). However, the CMA recognises that ‘there is an
opportunity to explore the role of internet governance forums such as the
W3C, WHATWG and IETF in enhancing consumer protection online.’114 If it
is accepted that the blessing of one of these SDOs might lessen the risk of
unilateral abusive conduct, it is reasonable to ask what the CMA, the
Commission, or a Court should consider.
One relevant factor is the nature of the specific venue that a discussion is
taking place in. While most web related SDOs are open to broad participation,
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each has different ways of convening work and gathering specific communities,
and those sub-fora have different properties.
For example, the W3C Improving Web Advertising Business Group115 has
been the focus of many discussions related to the Privacy Sandbox, but its
status as a Business Group means that it cannot represent consensus of the
entire organisation and does not receive cross-organisation review. Effectively,
it is a self-organised group where the specific rules of discourse and decisionmaking are left to the conveners, with only broad guidelines to be ‘fair.’116 It
does not necessarily represent an agreement amongst browser vendors, and its
output cannot be considered as binding them.
Likewise, the W3C Web Platform Incubator Community Group (WICG)117 is
used extensively by Chrome for exposing its proposals to a wider audience.118
Although its output is often mistaken for a W3C Recommendation (the
designation of a specification which has achieved consensus), it has no such
status, and other browser vendors might comment upon work there without
committing to its output.
These groups serve an important purpose by offering a place for initial
discussion and refinement of ideas and building a community of contributors.
However, their work does not necessarily have properties that are important to
competition regulators – in particular, broad review and input, representative
participation and decision-making, and a robust oversight process.
In contrast, venues like W3C and IETF Working Groups are required to
conform to more stringent requirements regarding intellectual property
disclosures and licensing, participation, decision-making , cross-organisation
review, and appeal. Their work is also more visible in the relevant
communities, leading to more representative participation.
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For example, the IETF HTTP Working Group119 is currently revising the
Cookie specification,120 based upon input from not only browser vendors but
also HTTP experts, civil society members, and other interested parties. It does
so under the auspices of the Internet Standards Process,121 just as other key
technologies like HTTP, TCP, IP and DNS are.
It should be noted, however, that the decision processes of these bodies do not
necessarily require perfect consensus between stakeholders; organisational
goals such as interoperability, security, privacy and user benefit may cause the
outcomes to disadvantage some parties, after due deliberation and
consultation.122 For the purposes of competition authorities, this is
appropriate; there need not be agreement across all parties relevant to the web
platform to prevent unilateral conduct in the web browser market.
Likewise, the creation of a formal body such as a Working Group does not
always reflect consensus amongst browser vendors. For example, serious
concerns were expressed about the formation of the IETF Web Packaging
Working Group, which is working on technology related to Google AMP. In a
workshop held to explore these concerns, ‘several online publishers indicated
that if it weren’t for the privileged position in the Google Search carousel
given to AMP content, they would not publish in that format.’123 Notably,
Mozilla classified Web Packaging as ‘harmful’ to the web.124 As a result,
browser implementation plans should be considered concurrently with
standardisation status. Vendors often make this explicit as an aid to the
standardisation process; for example, Mozilla has a public list of its positions
on various proposals for standardisation.125
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Another relevant factor is the status of a technical specification in question.
This is often confusing to those unused to working with SDOs, with a proposal
that has no formal status being cited as a standard, lending it undeserved
credibility. This can be avoided by understanding the venue in which the
document resides within and their system of status indicators. For example,
the Client Hints specification has a status of Experimental, reflecting a
compromise where no browser vendor besides Chrome was willing to commit
to implementing it, but there was not a strong objection to its adoption.126

VI

Conclusion

This paper has explored some of the hurdles that that the CMA (or the
Commission) would face in establishing the Privacy Sandbox as a constructive
disruption of supply. While a different or even novel form of abuse might be
found, it would face many of the same issues, and perhaps others (e.g., the
issue of Google’s intent).127
While the loss of third-party cookies undoubtedly disrupts some businesses
and may pose some challenges for funding smaller publishers, that alone is
insufficient to invoke abuse of dominance. The emergence of responses that
follow ‘privacy by design’ principles is a promising market development that
makes ex ante enforcement undesirable, as they could have the effect of
preventing changes that benefit consumers.
And, while Google’s actions as a browser vendor as should be carefully
monitored for potential abuse, characterising them as a gatekeeper being able
‘to decide for everyone the “right” trade-off between privacy, competition,
and efficiency, and impose their value judgment on all ecosystem
participants’128 is premature, given the state of the proposals in the greater
context of architectural regulation of the web.
This is not to say that these hurdles are insurmountable, or that Google’s
scale, scope, and access to data as an online publisher and advertising platform
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are not concerning. It may very well be that various remedies to their apparent
abuse(s) of power will need to be imposed by competition authorities.
However, addressing Google’s market power by hobbling privacy on the web
platform is not good policy. Government intervention in information
technology standards setting carries many risks due to the sophisticated nature
of the material and the international implications of such an intervention.129 In
particular, doing so could hobble the ability of the internet to evolve.
Instead, the CMA (and other competition authorities) should only consider
enforcement related to Chrome when a proposal reflects unilateral action
within the web browser markets, relying at least partially on signals from SDOs
and other browser and browser engine vendors to make that determination.
For example, a CMA injunction to prevent Google from changing its thirdparty cookie policy would be inappropriate in this view, because it is not truly
unilateral behaviour. On the other hand, an injunction to prevent Google from
shipping FLoC (for example) before it went through a consensus process
and/or saw implementation by other browsers – if there were specific
competitive concerns regarding it – could be quite reasonable.
Finally, both competition regulators and SDOs can and should facilitate this
process through better communication. Competition regulators that
understand the nuances of the standardisation process can make better
determinations based upon the signals it gives; SDOs that understand the
needs of competition regulators can better anticipate how to clearly signal the
status of a given work item.
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